Full-Time Continuing Contract
Faculty Senators Council
411 Lafayette Street, Room 327
New York, NY 10003
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c-fsc@nyu.edu

MINUTES OF THE C-FACULTY SENATORS COUNCIL MEETING OF OCTOBER 15, 2020
The New York University Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC) met at 9:00 AM on Thursday,
October 15 via Zoom.
In attendance were Senators Abel-Bey, Barnes, Brar, De Bartolo, de Leon, Gelb, Gershman, Gold-Von Simson,
Illingworth, Jahangiri, Killilea, Kim, Latimer, Liston, Maier, Maynor, McCarty, Mitnick, Patterson, Renzi, Tourin,
White, Williams, Youngerman, and Yuan; Alternate Senators Birdsall, Davis, Dickey, Ferguson, Kleinert,
Malhotra (for de Leon), O'Connor, Owens, Sahin, Spivakovsky, and Stevens; and Guests Fleming and Stehlik.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the meeting agenda was approved unanimously.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the minutes of the September 17, 2020 meeting were approved
unanimously.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON: ETHAN YOUNGERMAN
See attached Documents A and B.
Chairperson Youngerman added to the Chair’s Report that the Senate Executive Committee met on October 14
regarding the Senate Academic Affairs Committee (SAAC) resolution regarding the spring 2021 calendar. The
resolution recommends that NYU alter its academic calendar to start classes one week later than currently
scheduled and eliminate spring break due to COVID concerns. The resolution will be voted on at the November
University Senate meeting.
In response to a Senator’s inquiry, Committee member Gershman responded there would be no impact to Jterm and the schedule change only apply to the spring term.
Youngerman noted the resolutions passed by the Board of Trustees at the October 7, 2020 and the July 29,
2020 meetings of the Board Executive Committee are included in the packet as Document B.
The Chair’s Report was accepted into the minutes.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
See attached Document C.
Discussion/Questions on the following submitted reports:
Educational Policies & Faculty/Student Relations
Committee Chair Illingworth reported that the Committee will have its first meeting on October 16. They intend to
begin work on a suggested policy regarding when a class might be declared fully-remote based on student
locations/selections.
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Faculty Benefits & Housing
Committee Chair Renzi reported annual enrollment for 2021 benefits begins soon, on October 26. He reported
there is a zero increase to medical premiums. He noted there will be an upcoming meeting on the rollout of the
retirement plan streamlining.
Finance & Policy Planning
Committee Chair Patterson reported the Committee discussed gathering further information on the decisionmaking process regarding program termination, particularly in the global network.
Governance
Committee Chair Davis stated the two main agenda items for the Committee are: 1) create C-FSC rules as
a single document that is not overly restrictive and strikes a careful balance between specificity and flexibility;
and 2) adopt secret voting rules to allow for remote, anonymous voting. In response to a Senator’s inquiry,
Davis noted the voting would apply to Council and Council committee decisions, but the process established
could be reviewed for use at the University Senate level, etc.
Personnel Policies & Contract Issues
Committee Chair White reported the Committee will be reviewing the following policies: School of Global Public
Health (SGPH) C-faculty policy, Libraries C-faculty policy, and the Steinhardt C-faculty policy. They received the
SGPH policy and anticipate receiving the other policies later this semester.
Community Standards
Committee Chair Illingworth reported the Committee will be reviewing the following policies this year:
University’s Guidelines for Protest and Dissent and the University Student Conduct Policy.
A Senator noted the importance of continued oversight of these policies, particularly with current pandemic
required changes.
Reports at Meeting:
Graduate Program Committee
Committee member Sahin stated the first meeting is next Wednesday.
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
See attached Document E.
Committee Chair Maynor reported the Committee is reviewing the effect of the Executive Order on anti-racism
educational development. She noted the memo sent by the Office of Global Inclusion, Diversity, and Strategic
Innovation regarding University Guidance Regarding Recent Presidential Executive Order on Combating Race
and Sex Stereotyping. The memo stated that NYU is not pulling back on diversity, equity, inclusion (DEI), antiracism, anti-sexism, and related efforts.
It was noted due to the Executive Order, the T-FSC DEI Committee is working to revise the language in the
previously drafted resolution on Anti-Racism and Racial Bias, co-authored by the ad hoc committee of the TFSC and C-FSC. The revision will be voted on the November meetings of the T-FSC and C-FSC.
The Committee also asked the Provost to comment on the Washington Square News controversy with the staff
resigning. Maynor also reported she will present to the T-FSC next week on the Resolution for NYU to Adopt an
Open Access Policy, which was approved by the C-FSC last spring.
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There were no additional reports at the meeting.
The reports were accepted into the minutes.

NEW BUSINESS
NYU Paris
PPCI Committee Chair White reported NYU’s plans to lay off five faculty members at the Paris site, some of
whom having taught there for as long as twelve years.
She stated all have same contract, which can be broken in the following ways: the employee can choose to
leave their job, the employer can fire them with cause, or the employer can lay them off for "economic reasons."
NYU Paris is claiming the lay-offs are for "economic reasons” because they are closing the LS first year
program.
She noted a lack of transparency in the process.
White suggested the Council make a statement encouraging NYU to consider furloughs or online teaching for
these faculty members to avoid layoffs. She screen-shared her proposed resolution.
Senators inquired on the type of contracts of these faculty members. White stated they are considered by
French law to be on permanent contracts. A Senator noted this permanency is similar to tenure based on
French labor law, which means, they can lose their position due to the closing of a program, as is the case with
tenure. She suggested focusing on the need for faculty engagement in the process of closing programs.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION: PROVOST FLEMING
See attached Document D.
Provost Fleming responded to questions circulated by the Council.
Q1 Health: Many faculty who agreed in the summer to teach in-person/blended courses have expressed
surprise about various health-related policies that have become clear after they made that commitment
(e.g. contact tracing protocols, the 100-cases threshold, etc.). What would you recommend we senators
tell individual colleagues who come to us, at any point in this pandemic, feeling unsafe about their inperson teaching?
Fleming clarified NYU is following the New York State threshold for temporary suspension of in-person classes,
which is 100 cases or a positive test rate of 5% or greater within a 14-day period. She stated the Washington
Square, Brooklyn, and Health schools’ campuses are separate segments and only those segments that go
beyond this number would need to suspend in-person.
She noted that there is a preference to keep classes in the format they are assigned and not to switch formats
during the semester. She stated NYU has not compelled anyone to teach in any given format and all those who
requested a modification or an accommodation received that accommodation.
A Senator remarked on the informative communication of the Provost’s October 6 email on New York State
Positive Case Threshold for Colleges, which detailed how the decision to remain in person was made. Fleming
also noted the budget email on October 13 on the impacts of COVID-19 on A/Y 2020-2021 Budget and
Operations was an opportunity to communicate detailed information on NYU’s ability to maintain financial
solvency.
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A Senator inquired if faculty could select teaching a portion of their classes in-person, and a portion remote in
the spring semester. She noted this might be of interest to faculty who are willing to teach in-person, but wish to
minimize their commuting days. Fleming will look into this possibility. She also noted they are looking into the
possibility of faculty teaching 2 sections of the same class, one in-person, one remote to avoid the challenges of
the blended format.
Q 2 Global: We are concerned about reports (including from the NYU Chapter of the AAUP) of NYU Paris
shutting its Liberal Studies program for first-year students and laying off 5 colleagues, some of whom
have taught for many years and some of whom appear to be teaching full course loads, just like our
Full-Time, Continuing-Contract constituents. Can you tell us more about this situation?
Fleming reported due to economic reasons of the expense of the program, along with the current crisis, the
decision was made to close down the program.
Fleming reaffirmed the University’s commitment to try to avoid terminations. She noted the French Government
does offer programs for assistance, but their furlough program can only be used if there is a plan to resume the
Liberal Studies first year abroad program, which the University does not plan to do.
A Senator expressed concern regarding the process of consultation and inquired if Senate Committees such as
Financial Affairs or the Global Network University Committee are consulted on decisions regarding program
termination.
The Provost noted the many factors involved in these decisions and commented market factors alone do not
determine the breadth of academic offerings of the University. She discussed the roles of the administration and
the school’s autonomy in these processes.
A Senator suggested more transparency in the future would assist the Council in its role representing continuing
contract faculty.
A Senator asked for more specifics on why the faculty members can not be offered other options, such as online
teaching. Fleming stated she will provide more specific information on the limitations based on French law, their
contracts, and other factors.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 AM.
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NYU Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC)
Report of the Chairperson – Ethan Youngerman, NYU FAS
Report as of October 8, 2020

1. Steering Committee meeting with Provost Fleming (Sept. 29th)
We posed the following questions to the Provost and her team in advance of the meeting:
What Fall “Reopening” Looks Like
-Broadly: how are we doing? How will we know?
*Data question: how many online, blended, and in-person courses are there? And how many of
those classes are taught by C-Faculty compared to T/TT? The concerns behind these questions
are two-fold: we worry about departments where C-Faculty are being pushed into teaching inperson (implicitly or explicitly); and we worry about morale in places where it seems C-faculty
are treated differently.
-Tech issues? More generally, will Spring tech plans be the same as Fall or are further
purchases/upgrades being contemplated (or is this a school-by-school question, as several
schools, including Tandon, have separate tech). N.B. One steering committee member had a
short meeting with Clay Shirky on Sept. 21 on technology issues that arose on the ground during
re-opening.
-Faculty remain upset about not being informed of COVID cases in their classrooms. This is
both an issue of policy and of communication, as faculty didn’t know the protocol until long
after they’d agreed to teach in person and, indeed, until a couple weeks into the teaching
semester. [N.B. We’ve already been briefed extensively on this issue by President Hamilton and
Dr. Ciotoli; but since it involves faculty in the classroom, and since we’ve continued to hear
concerns after the announcement of the policy, we wanted to convey those to you.]
-Are faculty meant to be cleaning their classrooms? The roll out of instructions on how to do
that, via email and/or in the actual classrooms has left some colleagues confused about their
responsibilities.
Outcomes of Maximum Student Flexibility
We remain concerned about the results of committing to students that they may attend in-person
classes remotely. Colleagues report both practical and pedagogical difficulties in teaching to
rooms where some students are there and others aren’t. We’re trying to figure out how “worth
it” this student-centered decision has turned out to be as we look to the Spring, and what teaching
changes to encourage. N.B. These questions and concerns set aside the instance of students
attending remotely for limited periods of time (because of, say, isolation or quarantine), which
we agree is crucial for community health and learning continuity.
*Data question: what percentage of in-person students actually attended their classes in person?
Spring Teaching-Modality Decisions
-How can we communicate what freedom individual faculty, programs, and collections of
programs have about their decision-making process? At the organizational level (e.g. not
individual faculty), this question cuts both ways in terms of in-person teaching:
-Allowed to make their own decision, for instance, some departments in the Faculty of
Arts and Science may have made the same decision Tisch Drama did for the Fall.
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NYU Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC)
Report of the Chairperson – Ethan Youngerman, NYU FAS
Report as of October 8, 2020

-On the other hand, for schools doing non-medical professional training (i.e. Steinhardt,
Tisch), can the university help mirror the re-opening protocols for those industries (filmmaking
as an example) to allow for some more flexibility in the classroom and teaching rules while still
adhering to the standards that the state approves for those industries?
The meeting covered some of these questions but not all of them.
The Provost noted that they are working to reduce blended learning for the Spring; this is clearly
the least ideal teaching format and learning format. The Provost also noted that even when she
hears complaints from parents, they are overwhelmingly couched in gratitude that NYU is open.
The Provost was also quick to point out that she tells such parents that nothing is the fault of the
faculty.
December will bring clarity about Spring enrollment numbers. But NYU has “unbelievably
strong undergraduate enrollment for the Fall.”
J-term is not a focus, as the expectation is that both students and faculty will need to recharge.
Vice Provost Dopico noted that they are working to eliminate the blended rotation model, as
classroom space has proved to be less of an issue than had been feared. They are also working
hard with schools to align modality of teaching with modality of attendance. The CFSC and
TFSC will be working with the Provost’s office on ways to help with this effort and increase
faculty input in modality decisions.
Dr. Ciotoli noted that positive COVID findings have proven to be largely sporadic, which is to
say not clustered in classrooms, contacts, even roommates. NYU community members appear to
be getting COVID from engagement with the larger city more than from engagement with(in) the
NYU sphere. They examine tap access, classes, programs, majors, etc and continue (thus far) to
find no connections between cases. (Rubin Hall, in other words, was an early exception rather
than part of a larger trend.) Dr. Ciotoli noted that this lack of classroom transmission was
another reason they felt comfortable with the current contact tracing protocol, even as he
acknowledged that many faculty do not. He noted that if faculty are told by students of a
positive test, that the faculty should feel free to reach out to Dr. Ciotoli and/or the COVID
response team – particularly if a faculty member hears of two such positive cases in one class.
During this conversation, an idea from a C-Faculty member of FAS came up: could NYU
support faculty who test positive and want to isolate from their family/loved ones (much as
students are given isolation support). [See appendix A for the email that ultimately went to all
C-Faculty and T-Faculty explaining this new support structure.]
The dashboard as well as the 100-cases threshold also came up; Ciotoli’s explanations –
particularly of the different “locations” within NYU which the dashboard now separates out, as
well as the fact that 100 cases does not automatically lead to remote instruction – were in
keeping with what he ultimately sent out to the whole community (Oct. 6th, “Taking Stock of
Our Health and Safety Efforts in Fall 2020”).
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Vice Provost Shirky noted that, broadly speaking, we can make blended learning better but we
can never make it in-person. Despite this overarching limitation, NYU is moving out of reaction
mode; no one has incentive to recreate the difficulties we’ve already had.
Vice Provost Dopico gave a detailed verbal update on many of our data questions. [Chair’s note:
I’ve reached out to Gigi who has promised to give us this data (so as to ensure this is accurate).
The numbers below and their categories are, admittedly, a bit confusing.]
In terms of courses for undergraduates, 10% are in-person, 22% are blended, and 67% are online;
for grads, 25% are in person, 23% are blended, and 51% are online. Overall, 17% of NYU
classes are in-person; 23% are blended; and 60% are online.
Registration enrollments (remembering that students are, of course, enrolled in multiple courses):
15% are in person; 37% are blended; 49% are online for undergrads and 13%, 33%, and 54% (in
person, blended, and online) for grads.
Thinking about each student as an individual (as opposed to a collection of enrollments in their
various courses): 45% of undergraduates are on campus; 42% are remote; and 9% are Go(ing)
Local. 39.4% of grads are on campus, 44% are remote, 5.7% are Go Local; and 10.6% didn’t
say.
26% of students are remote and online only; 17% are remote but enrolled in in-person/blended
(this is the percentage they are most looking to eliminate as they reduce blended learning); 14%
are in NYC but only online; and 33.3% are in NYC and taking (at least one) class in person.
After the meeting, a Quick Answer email “I'm a faculty member. Am I supposed to clean my
own classroom?” went out which addressed our question (above) about faculty cleaning their
classrooms. The answer was “True, more is being asked of everyone in this time of COVID, but
no, that does not include faculty being expected to clean their own classrooms. Each room is
equipped with cleaning supplies (either wipes or disinfectant spray and paper towels) so
everyone in a class can clean the surfaces they touch, much in the way that we are asking
community members to be diligent about hand-washing or sanitizing.”
2. Work/Life Office (Oct. 1st) (Chair only) The chairs of the TFSC and CFSC met with
Grace Protos of the Work/Life office and Trish Halley (AVP, Global Benefits) to discuss
“continued exploration of additional ways to support working parents.”
3. Student Health Center (Oct. 1st) (Chair only) The chair of the CFSC met with Dr.
Ciotoli to discuss faculty concerns around the contact tracing protocol. He continues to
look for a compromise which could be fully implemented by the Spring. Given the lack
of classroom-based transmission (both at NYU and elsewhere), ongoing conversations
that NYU has with the DOH have not led to guidance to change this protocol, but that
would change if the ongoing analysis of data changed. The CFSC Steering Committee is
in the process of arranging a town hall where Dr. Ciotoli could hear from and respond to
faculty.
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4. Upcoming Meetings for the Semester
If you have any issues you would like to have discussed at any of the below meetings, please
forward your requests/comments to the Steering Committee at:
c-fsc-steering-committee-group@nyu.edu
a. C-FSC
i. C-FSC Council Meetings
1. Thursday, September 17, 2020, 9:00 am – 11:00 am
2. Thursday, October 15, 2020, 9:00 am – 11:00 am;
a. Provost Fleming visit
3. Thursday November 12, 2020, 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm;
a. President Hamilton visit
4. Tuesday, December 1, 2020, 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
b. C-FSC Steering Committee
i. C-FSC Steering Committee Meetings
1. TBD
ii. Meetings with the President
1. Tuesday, September 15, 4-5 pm
2. TBD
iii. Meetings with the Provost
1. TBD
c. University Senate
i. Senate Meetings
1. Thursday, October 1, 2020, 9:00 am – 11:00 am
2. Thursday, November 5, 2020, 9:00 am – 11:00 am
3. Thursday, December 3, 2020, 9:00 am – 11:00 am
ii. Senate Executive Committee Meetings (Chair only)
1. Thursday, September 17, 2:00 to 3:00 pm
2. Thursday, October 22, 11:00 am to 12:00 pm
3. Thursday, November 12, 11:00 am to 12:00 pm
iii. Senate Executive Committee Meetings w/ Board Executive Committee (Chair only)
1. Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 5:30 to 6:15 pm
2. Monday, April 12, 2021, 2:00 to 2:45 pm
Appendix A Email to all C-Faculty and T-Faculty, Oct. 5th, “Support for faculty who may
need to isolate”
Dear Colleagues,
We wanted to let you know that NYU can provide faculty with support, should a faculty member
test positive for COVID and wish to isolate from others but have home living arrangements that
make that difficult. At the request of the Faculty Councils, NYU has set aside a furnished guest
studio apartment near Washington Square, on the ground floor with its own separate entrance.
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NYU would arrange for food delivery during the duration of self-isolation. If more than one
faculty member is in need at a time, NYU also has other rooms that would be made available. If
a faculty member receives a positive test result, they can request this housing support from the
NYU COVID-19 Prevention & Response Team (CPRT).
We are all, of course, hopeful that no one will need to avail themselves of this support. And
should you test positive, you may very well prefer to stay closer to (if separated from) loved ones
you live with. Still, we know too well how many anxious scenarios play out in all our minds
these days -- and hope that this knowledge will, at least, give everyone one less thing to worry
about. We're grateful to a C-Faculty colleague who first had this idea. And we're grateful to
Provost Fleming for this offer of solidarity and support.
With sincere hopes for your continued health,
T-FSC Executive Committee (Darcey Merritt, David Irving, Sonia Das)
C-FSC Steering Committee (Ethan Youngerman, John Gershman, Leila Jahangiri, Mary Killilea,
Noelle Molé Liston, Scott Illingworth, Agnes Tourin)
Appendix B
Questions sent to Provost Fleming in advance of her visit to the CFSC
1. Health. Many faculty who agreed, in the summer, to teach in-person/blended courses
have expressed surprise about various health-related policies that have become clear
*after* they made that commitment (e.g. contact tracing protocols, the 100-cases
threshold, etc). Don’t worry, this question doesn’t seek to relitigate those individual
policies! Here’s the issue: as representatives, we would like to be able to tell each and
every individual faculty member teaching in-person that they may make their own
autonomous determination about when they do and don’t feel safe in their
classrooms/commutes. And yet, as a representative body, we are aware that there are
implications and, er, challenges to simply shouting from the rooftops that everyone can
do whatever they see fit. Given that our C-Faculty colleagues often feel particularly unempowered, what would you recommend we senators tell individual colleagues who
come to us, at any point in this pandemic, feeling unsafe about their in-person teaching?
2. Global. We are concerned about reports (including from the NYU Chapter of the
AAUP) of NYU-Paris shutting its Liberal Studies program for first-year students and
laying off 5 colleagues, some of whom have taught for many years and some of whom
appear to be teaching full course loads, just like our Full-Time, Continuing-Contract
constituents (albeit without direct representation by this body). Can you tell us more
about this situation?
The following specific questions about this issue have been posed:
a. Can these faculty members be reassigned to other positions—such as teaching online
classes for students currently in the U.S. or China?
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b. Can they be furloughed under programs offered by the French government to help
workers keep their jobs?
c. Will NYU Paris rebuild after the crisis? (Our understanding is that the five professors
in question all teach for Liberal Studies—which brings many students to Paris. Will this
largely curtail the LS presence in Paris?)
d. Does the university still intend to keep an earlier commitment to do everything it can
not to begin terminating the jobs of professors?
3.
Faculty Locations. Building on question 2a above, can you clarify what the specific
rules as to where faculty teaching virtually can be located (tenured, C-Faculty, or adjuncts). We
have been told that we may not pay long-term adjuncts who live abroad (whether US citizens or
not) to teach remotely for us. Does this apply to all types of faculty? Is this accurate and what are
the prospects for changing these rules if virtual teaching becomes commonplace even after a
return to in-person teaching? Similarly, is the tri-state policy still in place?
4.
Summer. We’ve heard conflicting things about Summer 2021; can you update us? We
had understood that plans were afoot for the 2021 Summer semester to be a more expansive (and
requirements-fulfilling?) session than is typical for the summer; but we’ve also heard reports of
the summer offerings being scaled back due to higher-than-feared enrollments for the Fall and
Spring semesters. Among our questions is a very practical one: for faculty who are
contemplating teaching in the summer, will folks be able to choose between being paid an
overage rate for the additional course taught or being able to “bank” that course and reduce their
teaching load for AY 2021-2022?
5.
Student Journalism. Regarding the WSN protest, we have seen John Beckman’s initial
response. Can you tell us more about how NYU is stepping in to help resolve or address any of
the issues raised by the 43 student journalists who have resigned? (A question from the
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee)
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Terrance J. Nolan
General Counsel and
Secretary of the University

Office of General Counsel
70 Washington Square South, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10012
P: 212 998 2257
terrance.nolan@nyu.edu

TO:

Steering Committee of the Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators
Council

FROM:

Terrance Nolan, Secretary

CC:

Kristen Day, Karyn Ridder

DATE:

October 8, 2020

RE:

Resolutions Passed at Recent Meetings of the Board of Trustees and the
Board Executive Committee

Please find attached the resolutions passed at the October 7, 2020 meeting of the New
York University Board of Trustees and the July 29, 2020 meeting of the Board Executive
Committee that pertain to the academic operations of the University.
For your convenience, below is a list of the attached resolutions:
 Approve Amended Faculty Handbook
 Approve Named Professorships
 Approve Named Deanship and Named Professorship

Attachments
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OCTOBER 7, 2020

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
APPROVE AMENDED FACULTY HANDBOOK
BE IT RESOLVED, that the New York University Board of Trustees
approves the amended Faculty Handbook as presented.
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FACULTY HANDBOOK, TITLES I and II

Statement in Regard to Academic Freedom and Tenure
(Titles I and II were adopted by the University Board of Trustees on October 24, 1960,
and have been amended through December 2, 1996.)

I. Authorization by the Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees of New York University has authorized the following
statement in regard to academic freedom and tenure at New York University. It
reserves the right to amend this statement at its discretion, but no amendment
shall take away a status of permanent or continuous tenure acquired before such
amendment.
II. The Case for Academic Freedom
Academic freedom is essential to the free search for truth and its free expression.
Freedom in research is fundamental to the advancement of truth. Freedom in
teaching is fundamental for the protection of the rights of the teacher in teaching
and of the student in learning. Academic freedom imposes distinct obligations on
the teacher such as those mentioned hereinafter.
III. The Case for Academic Tenure
Academic tenure is a means to certain ends, specifically: (1) freedom of teaching
and research; and (2) a sufficient degree of economic security to make the
profession of teaching attractive to men and women of ability.
IV. Academic Freedom
Teachers are entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of the
results, subject to the adequate performance of their other academic duties, but
outside occupations and research for pecuniary gain, except in the case of
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sporadic and wholly unrelated engagements, should be based upon an
understanding with the administration of the University.
Teachers are entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing their subject, but
they should not introduce into their teaching controversial matter that has no
relation to their subject.
Teachers are citizens, members of a learned profession, and officers of an
educational institution. When they speak or write as citizens, they should be free
from institutional censorship or discipline, but this special position in the
community imposes special obligations. As men and women of learning and
educational officers, they should remember that the public may judge their
profession and their institution by their utterances. Hence they at all times should
be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the
opinions of others and for the established policy of their institution, and while
properly identifying themselves to outside audiences as associated with the
University should clearly indicate that they are not institutional spokespeople
unless specifically commissioned to serve in such a capacity.
V. Academic Tenure
1. [Part-time positions and other positions] A distinction is made between part-time
and full-time members of the teaching staff. Unless their notices of appointment
explicitly state that they are appointed for full-time teaching service, officers of
instruction, of whatever rank, are considered part-time members of the teaching staff.
The full-time members of the teaching staff are those teachers who give full-time
service to the University and whose notices of appointment explicitly so indicate.
All part-time appointees to the University staff, irrespective of title, rank, or cumulative
length of service, are entitled to no right of tenure, and their appointments are limited
strictly to the periods stipulated in the official notices thereof. Likewise, all instructors,
and all those receiving appointment in such temporary capacities as fellow, assistant,
associate, lecturer, or as acting, adjunct, clinical, and visiting officers of instruction in
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the several ranks, whether rendering full- or part-time service, are ineligible for tenure
on the basis of such service and are restricted in the duration of their connection with
the University to the period stipulated in the official notices of appointment. The same
stipulation applies to personnel appointed with professorial or other titles, whether on
full- or part-time service, on subsidized assignments such as sponsored research, or
in teaching programs where expense of the program is dependent upon a subsidy of
limited duration.
2. [Tenure described] The general policy of the University with respect to probation
and tenure for full-time assistant professors, associate professors, and professors is
given below. After expiration of the stipulated probationary periods, full-time associate
professors and professors are considered to have permanent or continuous tenure,
and their services are to be terminated only for adequate cause, except in the case of
retirement, or under extraordinary circumstances because of financial exigencies, or
because of the discontinuance of a considerable part of the University, such as a
college, school, or division or a department in a college, school, or division. It is
understood that the University has the right to reduce the length of the probationary
period in specific cases.
3. [Assistant Professor] The rank of Assistant Professor should be granted only to
those who have proved their worth as teachers and have given evidence of character
and productive scholarship. The assistant professor should possess the maturity and
attainment in the field of scholarship or professional practice of which the doctor’s
degree is usually the testimonial. Appointment to an assistant professorship carries
with it the possibility but no presumption of reappointment and includes no right to
permanent or continuous tenure or to further reappointment, or to promotion to any
higher rank.
A full-time assistant professor in any school, college, division, or department except
the School of Medicine and its departments, the Leonard N. Stern School of Business
and its departments, the College of Dentistry and its departments, and the Rory
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Meyers College of Nursing and its departments, who is not promoted at the expiration
of seven years as full-time assistant professor shall be ineligible for further full-time
appointment in the University. A full-time assistant professor in the School of Medicine
or any of its departments, the College of Dentistry or any of its departments, or the
Rory Meyers College of Nursing and its departments, who is not promoted at the
expiration of ten years as a full-time assistant professor shall be ineligible for further
full-time appointment in the University. A full-time assistant professor in the Leonard
N. Stern School of Business or any of its departments, who is not promoted at the
expiration of nine years as a full-time assistant professor shall be ineligible for further
full-time appointment in the University.
4. [Associate Professor] The rank of Associate Professor should be granted only to
those who, in addition to all the qualifications for an assistant professorship, have an
unusual contribution to make to the University through the excellence of their
character, teaching, productive scholarship, or other educational service. There is no
presumption in appointing an associate professor that he or she will later be
promoted. Reappointment as an associate professor does not imply any subsequent
appointment at higher rank. Under any of the following conditions the appointment or
reappointment of an associate professor carries with it the right of continuous or
permanent tenure if it is for: (1) the sixth year as a full-time associate professor at
New York University; or (2) (a) in any school, college, division, or department except
the School of Medicine and its departments, the College of Dentistry and its
departments, the Rory Meyers College of Nursing and its departments, and the
Leonard N. Stern School of Business and its departments, the eighth year as a fulltime teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor or
associate professor; or (b) in the School of Medicine or any of its departments, the
College of Dentistry or any of its departments, or the Rory Meyers College of Nursing
or any of its departments, the eleventh year, as full-time teacher at New York
University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor or associate professor; or (c) in
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the Leonard N. Stern School of Business or any of its departments, the tenth year as
full-time teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor or
associate professor, or (3) (a) in any school, college, division, or department except
the School of Medicine and its departments, the College of Dentistry and its
departments, the Rory Meyers College of Nursing and its departments, and the
Leonard N. Stern School of Business and its departments, the fifth year as a full-time
teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor or associate
professor and follows a term of more than three years, i.e., not less than seven
semesters of full-time teaching in one or more institutions of higher education other
than New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor, associate
professor, or professor, except as provided in paragraph six of this section; (b) in the
School of Medicine or any of its departments, the College of Dentistry or any of its
departments, or the Rory Meyers College of Nursing or any of its departments, the
eighth year as a full-time teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks of
assistant professor or associate professor and follows a term of more than three
years, i.e., not less than seven semesters of full-time teaching in one or more
institutions of higher education other than New York University in the rank or ranks of
assistant professor, associate professor, or professor, except as provided in
paragraph six of this section; (c) in the Leonard N. Stern School of Business or any of
its departments, the seventh year as a full-time teacher at New York University in the
rank or ranks of assistant professor or associate professor and follows a term at more
than three years, i.e., not less than seven semesters of full-time teaching in one or
more institutions of higher education other than New York University in the rank or
ranks of assistant professor, associate professor, or professor, except as provided in
paragraph six of this section.
A candidate for his or her first appointment in the rank of associate professor at New
York University who has formally gained permanent or continuous tenure in another
institution of higher education is subject to a tenure review at New York University at
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the department, school and university levels; a formal offer of an appointment with
tenure can be made contingent on a positive outcome of the tenure review, and this
condition shall be recorded in the appointment letter.
If a full-time teacher at the time of his or her first appointment at New York University
has formally disclosed to the appropriate dean or officer of central administration the
fact that he or she has gained permanent or continuous tenure in another institution of
higher education in the United States having tenure regulations similar to those in
effect at New York University and leaves that institution to accept appointment as a
full-time associate professor at New York University, it is assumed that he or she has
permanent or continuous tenure at New York University unless it is agreed in writing
that his or her appointment is for a probationary period of not more than four years. It
shall be the responsibility of the University official hiring the teacher to raise the
question of tenure possibly achieved elsewhere.
5. [Professor] The rank of Professor should be granted only after careful consideration
of the individual’s character, scholarship, productivity, teaching ability, and reputation
among peers in his or her own field, as well as his or her capacity for inclining
students toward noteworthy attainments. It should be granted only to men and women
who have been so tested that there is reasonable certainty of their continuing
usefulness throughout the remainder of their working years. It should never be
granted as the reward of seniority and should be reserved as a mark of distinction in
the field of scholarship and instruction. It should never be granted as a recognition of
usefulness in administration.
Under any of the following conditions the reappointment of a professor carries with it
the right of continuous or permanent tenure: (1) if the reappointment is for the fourth
year as a full-time professor at New York University; or (2) if the reappointment is for
the sixth year as a full-time professor or associate professor at New York University;
or (3) (a) in any school, college, division, or department except the School of Medicine
and its departments, the College of Dentistry and its departments, the Rory Meyers
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College of Nursing and its departments, and the Leonard N. Stern School of Business
and its departments, if the reappointment is for the eighth year as a full time teacher
at New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor, associate
professor, or professor; (b) in the School of Medicine or any of its departments, the
College of Dentistry or any of its departments, or the Rory Meyers College of Nursing
or any of its departments, if the reappointment is for the eleventh year as a full-time
teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor, associate
professor, or professor; (c) in the Leonard N. Stern School of Business or any of its
departments, if the reappointment is for the tenth year as a full-time teacher at New
York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor, associate professor, or
professor, or (4) (a) in any school, college, division, or department except the School
of Medicine and its departments, the College of Dentistry and its departments, the
Rory Meyers College of Nursing and its departments, and the Leonard N. Stern
School of Business and its departments, if the reappointment is for the fifth year as a
full-time teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks of assistant professor,
associate professor, or professor and follows a term of more than three years of fulltime teaching in the rank or ranks of assistant professor, associate professor, or
professor in one or more institutions of higher education other than New York
University except as provided in paragraph six of this section; (b) in the School of
Medicine or any of its departments, the College of Dentistry or any of its departments,
or the Rory Meyers College of Nursing or any of its departments, if the reappointment
is for the eighth year as a full-time teacher at New York University in the rank or ranks
of assistant professor, associate professor, or professor and follows a term of more
than three years of full-time teaching in the rank or ranks of assistant professor,
associate professor, or professor in one or more institutions of higher education other
than New York University except as provided in paragraph six of this section; (c) in
the Leonard N. Stern School of Business or any of its departments, if the
reappointment is for the seventh year as a full-time teacher at New York University in
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the rank or ranks of assistant professor, associate professor, or professor and follows
a term of more than three years of full-time teaching in the ranks of assistant
professor, associate professor, or professor in one or more institutions of higher
education other than New York University except as provided in paragraph six of this
section.
A candidate for his or her first appointment in the rank of professor at New York
University who has formally gained permanent or continuous tenure in another
institution of higher education is subject to a tenure review at New York University at
the department, school and university levels; a formal offer of an appointment with
tenure can be made contingent on a positive outcome of the tenure review, and this
condition shall be recorded in the appointment letter.
If a full-time teacher at the time of first appointment at New York University has
formally disclosed to the appropriate dean or officer of central administration the fact
that he or she has gained permanent or continuous tenure in another institution of
higher education in the United States having tenure regulations similar to those in
effect at New York University and leaves that institution to accept appointment as a
full-time professor at New York University, it is assumed that he or she has permanent
or continuous tenure at New York University unless it is agreed in writing that his or
her appointment is for a probationary period of not more than three years. It shall be
the responsibility of the University official hiring the teacher to raise the question of
tenure possibly achieved elsewhere.
6. [Exclusion of prior full-time teaching service at another institution] When full-time
teaching service at another institution of higher education does not meet the criteria
recognized for service at New York University, that service may be excluded from the
probationary period under paragraph 4, clause (3), or paragraph 5, clause (4), of this
section. In determining whether prior service at another educational institution should
not be included, consideration shall be given to whether or not the prior service: (a)
was in an Association of American Universities institution or equivalent; (b) followed
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the attainment of the terminal degree; (c) was in a tenure earning position; and (d)
related factors. Recommendations that service at another institution of higher
education not be included within the probationary period should be predicated on a
written agreement between the prospective faculty member and the dean, and should
be submitted by the dean to the Chancellor of the University and Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs and for approval before the initial appointment is
effective. The faculty member will be notified in writing by the Office of the Chancellor
of the University and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs whether or not
prior service will be included within the probationary period at New York University.
7. [Administrative posts; promotions] Appointment to administrative posts may be
terminated or modified by the University Board of Trustees without prejudice to the
teaching rights of officers holding such positions. If a teacher gains permanent or
continuous tenure at New York University in one rank, his or her tenure will not be
invalidated by subsequent promotions in rank.
VI. Termination of a Tenure Appointment
1. When a member of the teaching staff has permanent or continuous tenure or is
serving an appointment for a term of years which has not expired, his or her services
may be terminated by the University only for adequate cause, except in the case of
retirement, or under extraordinary circumstances because of financial exigencies, or
because of the discontinuance of a considerable part of the University, such as a
college, school, or division or a department in a college, school, or division.4
2. Termination for cause:
a) [Adequate cause] Adequate cause includes (but is not limited to) one or more
of the following: incompetent or inefficient service; neglect of duty; repeated and
willful disregard of the rules of academic freedom as set forth in this statement;

4

The Board of Trustees has approved resolutions concerning “Procedures for Termination

and Reorganization of Programs” dated December 10, 1979 and December 1, 1997.
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physical or mental incapacity; or any other conduct of a character seriously
prejudicial to his or her teaching or research or to the welfare of the University.
[Cf. University Bylaws, Section 92, Removal of Tenured Faculty and Tenured
Librarians.]
b) [Rules; notice; record] Proceedings for termination of service for cause shall
be conducted in accordance with such rules as may from time to time be
adopted by the Board of Trustees, and shall be initiated by service upon the
person involved of a written notice setting forth clearly and directly all charges
preferred against him or her and informing him or her of his or her rights under
this section and under relevant University bylaws and rules regulating
proceedings on such charges. The person charged shall be entitled to a hearing
before a hearing panel of the Faculty Tenure Committee of the University in
accordance with the regulations pertaining thereto. A full stenographic record of
the hearing shall be given to the parties concerned. In the hearing of charges of
incompetence, the testimony should include that of teachers or other scholars,
whether from this University or from other institutions.
c) [Appeal to the Tenure Appeal Committee] Upon the request of either the
faculty member charged or the charging party, the record, findings, conclusions,
and proposed sanctions of the hearing panel of the Faculty Tenure Committee
shall be forwarded to the Tenure Appeal Committee for review and final
determination. In the absence of such request, the findings, conclusions, and
proposed sanctions of the hearing panel shall be final.
d) [Rules bind all parties] The rules regulating proceedings to terminate service
for cause shall be binding upon all parties.
e) [Summary suspension] Summary suspension pending termination
proceedings is an extraordinary remedy, but nothing in this statement shall be
interpreted as precluding such action by the President and Chancellor or the
dean of the college, school, or division involved with the assent of the President
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and Chancellor whenever, in his or her judgment, continuance of the person in
service threatens substantial harm to himself or herself, to others, or to the
welfare of the University. Unless legal considerations forbid, any such
suspension shall be with full base pay. At any time during the pendency of
termination proceedings, the President and Chancellor may lift or modify any
suspension in the interest of substantial justice.
f) [Review of suspension] In the event of summary suspension, the propriety
and effect of such suspension shall be reviewed by the hearing panel of the
Faculty Tenure Committee when it commences its proceedings on the merits of
the charges made, and the panel may recommend to the President and
Chancellor that the suspension be revoked or limited in its effects pending the
outcome of the proceeding.
g) [Salary following dismissal] A person having permanent or continuous tenure
who is dismissed for cause may, upon the recommendation of the hearing panel
of the Faculty Tenure Committee and, in the event of an appeal, upon the
approval of the Tenure Appeal Committee, receive his or her salary for up to
one year from the date of mailing to him or her, by registered mail, of a notice of
such dismissal.
VII. Existing Commitments
This statement, while applicable generally to all members of the teaching staff of New
York University at the time of its adoption, is not intended to modify existing
commitments, as in the case of assistant professors previously appointed without
reference to non-tenure restrictions.
VIII. Notification of Resignation
The following provisions shall apply to notifications of resignation:
1. [Early notice] Notification of resignation ought, in general, to be early enough to
obviate serious embarrassment to the University, the length of time necessarily
varying with the circumstances of the particular case.
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2. [Minimum notice] Subject to this general principle it would seem appropriate that a
professor or an associate professor should ordinarily give not less than four months’
notice and an assistant professor or instructor not less than three months’ notice.
3. [Notification before transferring] It is assumed that a teacher may answer an
informal inquiry about whether he or she would be willing to consider transfer to
another institution under specified conditions without previous consultation with
University officials, with the understanding, however, that if a definite offer follows he
or she will not accept it without giving such notice as is indicated in the preceding
provisions. A teacher is at liberty to ask his or her superior officers to reduce, or
waive, the notification requirements there specified, but he or she is expected to
conform to their decision on these points.
IX. Whom Tenure Cannot Protect
Nothing in this statement is to be interpreted as giving the protection of tenure to
anyone who advocates the overthrow of the government of the United States by force,
violence, or any unlawful means.

Appointment and Notification of Appointment
(Titles I and II were adopted by the University Board of Trustees on October 24, 1960, and
have been amended through December 2, 1996.)

X. General Appointment Procedures Affecting the Full-Time Tenure-Earning Ranks
1. [Recommendation by department] Recommendations of appointment or
reappointment of full-time assistant professors, associate professors, and professors,
who have not achieved permanent or continuous tenure, shall be made by the chief
executive officer of each department to the appropriate dean. The chief executive
officer is the head of an all-University department or the chairperson of a school or
college department that is not part of an all-University department.
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2. [Advisory body] In the preparation of his or her recommendation the chief executive
officer of each department shall have the counsel of an advisory body of tenured
faculty members of the department. In case he or she is not the chief executive officer
of the department, the chairperson of a school or college department in which a
recommendation for appointment is under consideration shall be a member of the
advisory body of tenured faculty members.
3. [Establishing advisory body] Each academic department shall, in accordance with
its own procedures, establish an advisory committee on appointments.
4. [Transmitting recommendations] The department head or chairperson shall transmit
to the appropriate dean, along with his or her recommendation and reasoning, the
recommendation and reasoning of the advisory body, together with their names, the
method of their selection, and a report of the numerical vote.
5. [Recommendations by dean] In schools without a departmental organization, the
dean, in the preparation of his or her recommendations of appointment, shall have the
counsel of an advisory body of tenured faculty members of the school. The dean shall
notify the faculty members of his or her school of the composition of the advisory
body, and the method of their selection.
6. [Approval by dean] The dean shall approve or disapprove the recommendation,
and shall notify the department head or chairperson if there is a departmental
organization, and the advisory body, of the ultimate decision along with reasons
therefor if the recommendation is disapproved.
7. [Other advisory bodies] Nothing in the appointment procedures described above
shall be construed to preclude the possibility that other advisors or advisory bodies or
student groups may be consulted to meet the needs of individual schools or specific
situations.
XI. Notification of Non-Tenured Faculty Members
1. [Notification; prospects] During his or her probationary period, each full-time
assistant professor, associate professor, and professor shall undergo a performance
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review which shall typically include the faculty member’s preparation of an annual
report, and review by the department head or chairperson (in schools with
departmental organization) and the dean, including discussion of the faculty member’s
progress in advancing to tenure be notified annually by the departmental head or
chairperson, or by the dean in schools without departmental organization, of his or her
prospect of being recommended by the department on the evidence then available for
an appointment resulting in tenure. Where it is unlikely that tenure will be achieved,
such notification shall be in writing.5 In addition to the current requirement of yearly
notice to each faculty member, set forth in Title II, Section XI.1, a formalized early
review on tenure prospects is to be completed in the third year of service in the
probationary period for assistant professors whose probationary timetable is not
shortened due to qualifying previous service. In the School of Medicine and any of its
departments, the Leonard N. Stern School of Business and any of its departments,
the College of Dentistry and any of its departments, and the Rory Meyers College of
Nursing and its departments, a formalized early review on tenure prospects is to be
completed in the third year of service for all assistant professors and in the third and

5

In addition to the current requirement of yearly notice to each faculty member, set forth in

Title II, Section XI.1, a formalized early review on tenure prospects is to be completed in the
third year of service in the probationary period for assistant professors whose probationary
timetable is not shortened due to qualifying previous service. In the School of Medicine and
any of its departments, the Leonard N. Stern School of Business and any of its
departments, the College of Dentistry and any of its departments, and the Rory Meyers
College of Nursing and its departments, a formalized early review on tenure prospects is to
be completed in the third year of service for all assistant professors and in the third and
sixth year of service for assistant professors whose probationary timetable is not shortened
due to qualifying previous service.
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sixth year of service for assistant professors whose probationary timetable is not
shortened due to qualifying previous service.
2. [Notification; no reappointment] Notice of intention not to reappoint a full-time
assistant professor, associate professor, or professor shall be sent to the individual
affected according to the following schedule:
a) Not later than March 1 of the first year of academic service, if the
appointment is to be terminated on August 31.
b) Not later than December 15 of the second year of academic service, if the
appointment is to be terminated on August 31.
c) In all other cases, not later than August 31, if the appointment is to be
terminated on the following August 31, or not later than one year before the
termination of the appointment.
However, a faculty member whose period of appointment is due to terminate on
a date other than August 31, after receipt of the notice required by this
paragraph 2, shall have the right, upon written notification to his or her dean at
least 120 days prior to the termination date of the period of appointment, to an
extension of his or her appointment until the following August 31. That right shall
be communicated to the faculty member in the notice required by this paragraph
2. Under no circumstances shall such extension of appointment, however
described, be considered to create any right to further appointment nor shall it,
or any other faculty appointment, carry with it a right of continuous or permanent
tenure in the absence of written notice awarding such tenure after the carrying
out of the procedures described above in Section X.
XII. Tenure Appointments
1. [Procedure] In addition to the general appointment procedures, the process of
recommending an appointment that would result in tenure shall be as follows:
a) The dean shall forward his or her recommendation by June 1 to the
Chancellor of the University and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs,
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with a copy to the department head or chairperson and to the advisory body or,
in schools without departmental organization, to the dean’s advisory body. The
dean’s recommendation shall be accompanied by the recommendations he or
she has received from the department head or chairperson and the advisory
body.
b) The Chancellor of the University and Executive Vice President for Academic
Affairs shall support or oppose the dean’s recommendation in his or her
recommendation to the President and Chancellor, and shall notify the dean of
the final decision, along with reasons therefor, if the recommendation is
disapproved. The dean in turn shall communicate the decision to the
department head or chairperson, if there is a departmental organization, and to
the advisory body. The dean shall notify the affected faculty member of the
decision.
2. [Negative recommendations] In the case of an appointment that would, if made,
complete the stipulated probationary period and result in tenure, negative
recommendations as well as positive ones shall be transmitted by the department
head or chairperson to the dean, and by the dean to the Chancellor of the University
and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs.
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OCTOBER 7, 2020

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
APPROVE NAMED PROFESSORSHIPS
BE IT RESOLVED, that the Bergman Family Professor of Skull Base
Surgery be established in the Robert I. Grossman School of Medicine,
effective October 7, 2020; and be it
FURTHER RESOVED, that Dr. Chandranath Sen be designated the first
incumbent of this professorship, effective October 7, 2020; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Samuel A. Brown Professorship in
Therapeutics in the Robert I. Grossman School of Medicine, originally
established on February 27, 1933, be renamed the Samuel A. Brown
Professorship in Medicine, effective October 7, 2020; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Elisabeth J. Cohen, M.D. Professorship
in Ophthalmology be established in the Robert I. Grossman School of
Medicine, effective October 7, 2020.
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JULY 29, 2020

RESOLUTIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
APPROVE NAMED DEANSHIP AND NAMED PROFESSORSHIP
BE IT RESOLVED, that the Frank J. Guarini Deanship be established in
the School of Law, effective retroactive to May 1, 2020; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, that Trevor W. Morrison be named the first
incumbent of this deanship, effective retroactive to May 1, 2020; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Pierrepont Family Professorship in Law
be established in the School of Law, effective September 1, 2020.
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Terrance J. Nolan
General Counsel and
Secretary of the University

Office of General Counsel
70 Washington Square South, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10012
P: 212 998 2257
terrance.nolan@nyu.edu

TO:

Steering Committee of the Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators
Council

FROM:

Terrance Nolan, Secretary

CC:

Kristen Day, Karyn Ridder

DATE:

October 8, 2020

RE:

Resolution Passed at October 7, 2020 Board of Trustees Meeting

In addition to the resolutions sent to you earlier today, a resolution was passed at the
October 7, 2020 New York University Board of Trustees meeting concerning
suspension of Bylaw 81(c) to allow a faculty member to enroll in a master’s program at
NYU. Given the confidential nature of this resolution, it is not provided for distribution.
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C-FSC
Educational Policies and Faculty/Student Relations Committee

Date: October 8, 2020
Members:, Aminda Heckman, Scott Illingworth (Chair), Stacen Keating, Noelle Molé Liston,
Michael A Tyrell

REPORT
The committee will have its first meeting on October 16, 2020. We intend to begin work on a
suggested policy regarding when a class might be declared fully-remote based on student
locations/selections. This includes the possibility of making a class fully remote once a certain
number (or percentage) of students selects the option of remote attendance. Our goal would be
to avoid asking faculty to teach in-person if only a small number of students are physically
present, thereby adding avoidable health risks for the faculty member with minimal benefit to the
enrolled students.
We would value the ideas, input, and concerns of faculty representatives about what might work
best for their units. We intend to bring a proposal back to the council for our next meeting.
Please reach out to one of us if you’d like to discuss your ideas on this issue.
Respectfully submitted,
Scott Illingworth
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Committee on Faculty Benefits and Housing
Report for the C-FSC meeting of October 15, 2020
Vincent Renzi, chair

On September 24th, I took part in the Retirement Plan Investment Committee meeting
together with the observers from the AMC and the T-FSC.
The roll-out of the retirement plan investment streamlining continues to be planned for
2021, with details to follow.
The University continues to consider suspension of matching employee retirement plan
contributions as a possible response to the fiscal situation. (Langone is not entertaining this
possibility.) Note that matching contributions continued to be made as of October 1st.
On October 2nd, I met via Zoom with Trish Halley, Assistant Vice President for Global
Benefits, and Work-Life director Grace Protos, to hear about the University’s plans for enhanced
child care support for those facing increased expenses due to the novel corona virus response.
The University hopes to finalize plans and announce the application process as soon as possible.
The committee will meet jointly with its T-FSC counterpart to meet the new United
Health Care account representatives on October 29th.
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C-FSC Governance Committee Report: October 2020
The C-FSC Governance Committee met on Friday September 25 from 9am -10am to
come up with its charge for AY 2020/2021. Here are the two action items that it will
work on.
.
1) C-FSC Bylaws The C-FSC needs them. The terms of the Bylaws will
define the C-FSC’s organization, composition, functions, procedural rules and
policies, among other things. The goal is to create a single document that is not
overly restrictive and strikes a careful balance between specificity and flexibility.
2) Secret voting We discussed the need for the C-FSC to adopt Secret
Voting rules that 1) allow for remote voting when the C-FSC is not able to meet in
person and faculty cannot attend in person and 2) has anonymity and
verifiability as key features.
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Personnel Policies and Contract Issues Committee Report
October 12, 2020
Our committee has met once. We were informed by Vice-Provost Day that the following
Reappointment & Promotion Policies are forthcoming for our review:
• SGPH C faculty policy
• SPS C faculty policy
• Libraries C faculty policy
• Steinhardt C faculty policy

For some reason, Silver School of Social Work and Wagner School of Public Health have
yet to submit policies for review. May we ask the Steering Committee to make inquiries
into the policy status of these two schools?
We are also concerned about some information we have received from the NYU Paris
employee representative committee telling us that the LS first-year program in Paris is
being shut down and that five professors will be terminated. Some of these professors,
according to information we have received, have taught at NYU Paris for as many as 12
years.
Respectfully submitted,

Heidi White, Chair
Members: David Barnes, Olivia Birdsall, Cora de Leon, Steve Iams, Edward Kleinert,
Silvia Spivakovsky, and Gioia Stevens
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Senate Community Standards Committee
Report
Date: October 8, 2020
C-FSC Representatives: Scott Illingworth, Jonathan Cayer, Joyce O’Connor, Andrew Williams,
Ethan Youngerman
REPORT
The following report is based on and largely contains the minutes of the meeting as prepared by
Craig Jolley.
The Senate Executive Committee has set the following charges for 2020-2021:
·
Review and advise on the University’s Guidelines for Protest and Dissent (last revised
1991)
·
Review, clarify, and update Section VII of the University Student Conduct Policy relating to
how annual updates occur
·
Annual Review of the University Student Conduct Policy
After further discussion, the group also expressed interest in the following:
·
Review enforcement and communication strategies for students regarding COVID-19
health and safety policies and expectations
Working groups for each of these areas will be established in the weeks ahead.

Nomination and Selection of Chairpersons
The group selected the following members to serve as co-chairs of the committee.
- Scott Illingworth, Faculty Co-Chair
- Shamon Lawrence, Student Co-Chair (undergraduate)
- Isabelle Link-Levy, Student Co-Chair (graduate)

Respectfully submitted by,
Scott Illingworth
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Senate Academic Affairs Committee Report
John Gershman
The SAAC had its inaugural meeting on Thursday, October 8. The agenda involved election of a
chair, finalization of the Committee’s charge, request from the Provost for clear guidance for
faculty, students and staff on the accommodations that should be granted for participation in
election day for this year and other elections prior to the 2024 election, and a discussion of
issues involving the pandemic and the academic calendar for Spring 2021.
1. John Gershman was elected chair of the Committee
2. The Committee agreed that its charge includes: discussion of the academic calendar,
discussion of a possible holiday in observance of Juneteenth, discussion of policy around
building names, discussion of possible candidates for honorary degrees, teaching
evaluations.
3. A discussion around the need for clear guidance. The Provost will be asked to provide a
more public and clear announcement of the policy, approved by the Senate Executive
Committee over the summer regarding accommodations to be given students and staff
who are absent on election day to engage in voting-related activities.
4. The discussion of the spring semester academic calendar was initiated by an invited
presentation by Carlo Cioli regarding public health concerns that having a spring break
could contribute to an increase in COVID-19 cases and that delaying the start of the
spring semester would have one less week of school during flu season, a particular
concern this year because of the pandemic. Carlo presented a proposal for starting the
spring semester one week later than currently scheduled (February 1 as opposed to
January 25) and the elimination of spring break. While sentiment was firmly in favor of
prioritizing public health, concerns were raised that if such a step be taken that the
University provide adequate programming and resources to address the physical and
mental health needs of the NYU community. (concerns regarding child and eldercare
were communicated subsequently). The Committee passed a resolution as follows,
forwarded to the Senate Executive Committee:
To: Senate Executive Committee
Fr: Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Re; Resolution on changing the academic calendar for Spring 2021
Resolution in Changing the Academic Calendar for the Spring 2021 Semester
WHEREAS insuring the health of the NYU community in the face of the pandemic remains an
overwhelming priority;
WHEREAS observing a conventional spring break could contribute to a significant increase in
cases of COVID-19 at NYU;
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WHEREAS starting classes one week later would reduce the overlap of flu season with classes;
RECOGNIZING there are issues concerning the physical and mental health of students, faculty
and staff as well as of a range of caregiving situations that could remain unaddressed by simply
eliminating spring break; and,
RECOGNIZING that replacing a spring break with other days off during the semester would
disrupt course schedules;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the SAAC recommends that NYU alter its academic calendar
for Spring 2021 to start classes one week later than currently scheduled (February 1 as opposed
to January 25, 2021) and eliminate spring break;
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Student Health Center, Student Affairs, Work Life, Human
Resources, Residential Life, and other appropriate programs be instructed to develop and
promote programming and resources that will address the physical and mental health needs as
well as caregiving (including child and eldercare) needs of the NYU community (staff, faculty,
and students) posed by this new schedule.
Adopted unanimously by the SAAC, October 8, 2020.
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Questions for Provost’s Visit to C-FSC Meeting, October 15 at 10:00 am
1. Health. Many faculty who agreed, in the summer, to teach in-person/blended courses
have expressed surprise about various health-related policies that have become clear
*after* they made that commitment (e.g. contact tracing protocols, the 100-cases
threshold, etc). Don’t worry, this question doesn’t seek to relitigate those individual
policies! Here’s the issue: as representatives, we would like to be able to tell each and
every individual faculty member teaching in-person that they may make their own
autonomous determination about when they do and don’t feel safe in their
classrooms/commutes. And yet, as a representative body, we are aware that there are
implications and, er, challenges to simply shouting from the rooftops that everyone can
do whatever they see fit. Given that our C-Faculty colleagues often feel particularly unempowered, what would you recommend we senators tell individual colleagues who
come to us, at any point in this pandemic, feeling unsafe about their in-person teaching?
2. Global. We are concerned about reports (including from the NYU Chapter of the
AAUP) of NYU-Paris shutting its Liberal Studies program for first-year students and
laying off 5 colleagues, some of whom have taught for many years and some of whom
appear to be teaching full course loads, just like our Full-Time, Continuing-Contract
constituents (albeit without direct representation by this body). Can you tell us more
about this situation?
The following specific questions about this issue have been posed:
a. Can these faculty members be reassigned to other positions—such as teaching online
classes for students currently in the U.S. or China?
b. Can they be furloughed under programs offered by the French government to help
workers keep their jobs?
c. Will NYU Paris rebuild after the crisis? (Our understanding is that the five professors
in question all teach for Liberal Studies—which brings many students to Paris. Will this
largely curtail the LS presence in Paris?)
d. Does the university still intend to keep an earlier commitment to do everything it can
not to begin terminating the jobs of professors?
3. Faculty Locations. Building on question 2a above, can you clarify what the specific
rules as to where faculty teaching virtually can be located (tenured, C-Faculty, or
adjuncts). We have been told that we may not pay long-term adjuncts who live abroad
(whether US citizens or not) to teach remotely for us. Does this apply to all types of
faculty? Is this accurate and what are the prospects for changing these rules if virtual
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teaching becomes commonplace even after a return to in-person teaching? Similarly, is
the tri-state policy still in place?
4. Summer. We’ve heard conflicting things about Summer 2021; can you update us? We
had understood that plans were afoot for the 2021 Summer semester to be a more
expansive (and requirements-fulfilling?) session than is typical for the summer; but
we’ve also heard reports of the summer offerings being scaled back due to higher-thanfeared enrollments for the Fall and Spring semesters. Among our questions is a very
practical one: for faculty who are contemplating teaching in the summer, will folks be
able to choose between being paid an overage rate for the additional course taught or
being able to “bank” that course and reduce their teaching load for AY 2021-2022?
5. Student Journalism. Regarding the WSN protest, we have seen John Beckman’s initial
response. Can you tell us more about how NYU is stepping in to help resolve or address
any of the issues raised by the 43 student journalists who have resigned? (A question
from the Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee)
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MEMORANDUM
TO: NYU Senior Leadership Team
CC: NYU Global Inclusion Officers
FROM: Lisa Coleman, PhD, Senior Vice President for Global Inclusion and Strategic Innovation
DATE: October 6, 2020
SUBJECT: University Guidance Regarding Recent Presidential Executive Order on Combating Race and
Sex Stereotyping
________________________________________________________________________________
Dear NYU Senior Leadership Team,
As many know, Donald J. Trump issued an Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex
Stereotyping (EO) on September 22, 2020. We are aware that countless members of our community are
deeply troubled by this EO, and related events over the last weeks, months, and yes, in many instances
years/decades. Since the EO was published, we have also been in communication with our peer
institutions, as well as representative organizations such as the AAU and ACE, to monitor developments.
As we come to better understand the EO as an institution, we unequivocally state that NYU is not pulling
back on diversity, equity, inclusion (DEI), anti-racism, anti-sexism, and related efforts. We will
continue to move forward in our university-wide work and recognize and underscore academic research
that enumerates the disenfranchisement and disparate treatment that historically marginalized
communities have had to bear.
As a university with campuses and sites all over the world, it is important to note that a central purpose of
our NYU global DEI education is to learn about differentiated cultures, histories, peoples, and relevant
power relationships through transdisciplinary/interdisciplinary research and scholarship, as part of our
collective work to make our global institution more inclusive and equitable. Therefore, even as the
University evaluates the recent EO, be assured that we are steadfast in our advocacy for our
research, education, learning, pedagogical, and co-curricular efforts that advance DEI and will
continue in the University’s efforts to create a welcoming and supportive environment for all members of
our global communities.
The EO contains requirements with respect to certain workplace trainings for federal contractors
and their employees, which become effective in November. Until then, we will continue to monitor
developments and update the NYU community as needed.
In the meantime, our current guidance is as follows:
•
•
•

Schools, units, and departments should continue with regularly planned diversity, equity,
and inclusion (DEI) research and educational learning opportunities for students.
In general, DEI education and learning opportunities should continue to be grounded in
and driven by academic learning and development initiatives, research, curricular, and
research-based frameworks.
We will continue to educate and conduct research on the importance, relevance, and
histories of race, gender, and other salient identities through our teaching and
scholarship; and we will continue to identify, acknowledge, and address the impact of
differentiated and power-laden socio-cultural and historical experiences, practices, and
cultures in our efforts to be a diverse, inclusive, and equitable global university.
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•
•

•

•

We will continue to support DEI-focused wellness programs and efforts across NYU and
within schools, departments, and units (e.g., Office of Work Life, Human Resources, and
related programs).
Information regarding implications for federal grants and funded programs are still
emerging. The University is continuing to monitor this and will provide updates as we
learn more. We know this is an area of concern for many of our scholars.
With respect to DEI trainings and learning and development opportunities currently
offered to employees, including school-based offerings for faculty, we recommend an optin option for all sessions pending further developments related to the EO. We also
recommend adding a note in session materials that the session is intended to offer
academic instruction about diversity and inclusion.
As we continue to monitor developments, OGI will begin to review all DEI trainings
and programs for employees University-wide. OGI will work with NYU Human
Resources, global inclusion officers, and other partners to collect relevant information
from all areas across the University.

Information will evolve in the coming weeks and months, and we will continue to keep our community
informed. In the meantime, we encourage community members to continue the important global DEI work
across departments, areas, and units.
Please contact the Office of Global Inclusion, Diversity, and Strategic Innovation at
globalinclusion@nyu.edu if you have questions or follow-up. Thank you to all members of our community
for your ongoing hard work and commitment to inclusive excellence and equity at NYU.
All the best,
Lisa Coleman, PhD
Senior Vice President for Global Inclusion and Strategic Innovation

